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AFP Documents: Oldies but Goodies
AFP has meant a lot of different things to a lot of different people over the years, both literally
and figuratively. First introduced by IBM in 1984 as “Advanced Function Printing,” the acronym
referred to a general purpose document and information presentation architecture that drove
and supported the firm’s form printing via laser printers. But by 1995, AFP stood for “Advanced
Function Presentation,” comprising the larger family of associated printer software and hardware
that numerous organizations across the globe were relying on for high-volume data printing. Now
in 2013, AFP’s core architecture appears out of date on the surface as most everything else in the
world has moved on to more modern and transaction oriented formats like XML and PDF.
But this brief history summary doesn’t quite tell the whole story. For large printer companies like
Kodak and Xerox, AFP is still an integral part of their business as they build AFP-based printers
that quickly and efficiently produce billions of transactional documents each year for the top
corporations in the world. With the help of an AFP Consortium, the AFP standard continues to be
updated to meet the emerging needs of these companies and their customers.
On the other side of the coin, however, are organizations facing challenges with their legacy AFP
documents. For every enterprise still using AFP for printing on a daily basis, there are thousands of
companies that have moved on from their old IBM systems and are now left with massive archives
of AFP documents that cannot be easily viewed or accessed on their current systems. With the
average employee operating with only a web browser and ostensibly some other document
software (i.e. Adobe Reader, Microsoft Office, etc.), an archive of AFP documents is impossible
to view or manipulate without additional solutions. What once was a convenient and efficient
document type for storage and access is now a significant problem for organizations in need of
accessing and searching their full archive of documents.
In this eBook, we will take a look at AFP over the years from all of these different perspectives. We
will dig deeper into what exactly AFP is, discuss its winding history and core benefits, and lastly, take
an in-depth look at the various AFP viewing and conversion solutions available to organizations
who have since jettisoned their IBM systems…
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Deep Cuts: So What is AFP, Anyway?
AFP (originally “Advanced Function Printing” and then “Advanced Function
Presentation” after 1995) is a presentation architecture and family of associated
printer software and hardware developed by IBM for creating, formatting,
viewing, retrieving, printing and distributing information on a broad selection of
IBM printers and output devices.

AFP became a well-established and accepted format within the world of highvolume data printing because of its rapid print speeds and ability to minimize
errors. Any organization that was looking to process large volumes of print
output considered an AFP-based printer infrastructure because it enabled
massive printer workflows to be processed efficiently and reliably. Organizations
using AFP documents are able to define not only the content to be printed, but
also have much more control over the page layout of the content compared to
what other file formats provided at the time.

An AFP device composes an entire page before printing it, meaning that the
page elements within (text, bar codes, page segments, images, overlays, etc.) can
be specified in any order at any position on the page. AFP is able to include the
entire range of these page elements by also incorporating various other industry
formats, including PDF, TIFF, GIF, JPG, XML, and EPS.

Typically, the industries with these kinds of requirements are banking, insurance,
telecommunications, manufacturing, and public services. Within these industries,
AFP is particularly useful for the mass production of transactional documents like
invoices and account statements, as well as other large mailing operations using
variable data. From a storage perspective, AFP is also an especially attractive
archiving format for its ability to create very small file sizes via compression. We’ll
discuss more of the benefits of AFP in following sections.

The AFP specification consists of two main core architectures, along with a
handful of other sub-architectures, including BCOCA (bar code), CMOCA (color
management), GOCA (graphics), IOCA (image), and PTOCA (presentation text):
ll
Core

Architecture # 1: MO:DCA (Mixed Object Document Content
Architecture) – MO:DCA is a Page Description Language (PDL) file format
that describes the text and graphics on the page. In simpler terms, it covers
the applications side and what is generated as a print file. A MO:DCA file can
include many types of objects, including text, images, barcodes, indexes,
and vector graphics. These objects are stored centrally on a server and can
then be re-used by placing references to the respective object into the
MO:DCA file.

Top 5
Facts

ll
Core

Architecture #2: IPDS (Intelligent Printer Data Stream) – IPDS, on the
other hand, defines what is happening on the printer datastream side. A print
stream is the code that’s generated by software that composes documents
when you instruct the software to print or to prepare a file that you intend
to send to your printer. In the case of IPDS, it is a bi-directional protocol that
sends the data from the page to the printer, signals errors, and provides
accounting information back to the print server.
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Presentation architecture and family of associated
printer software and hardware developed by IBM
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Allows device to compose an entire page before
printing it
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Consists of two main core architectures: MO:DCA
and IPDS
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Largely used by banking, insurance,
telecommunications, and manufacturing industries
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Useful for the mass production of transactional
documents

Not a One-Hit Wonder: The Winding History of AFP
While the first AFP specifications and products officially came to the market in
1984 as an IBM-owned architecture to drive and support the firm’s form printing
via laser printers, the seeds were planted much earlier. The actual genesis of AFP
stems all the way back to the 1960s when print data production on the mainframe
had to take into account long transmission times and limited memory capacity.

to create color output independent of the printing devices and preserved color
consistency and quality of the printed material. The official Color Management
Object Content Architecture specification was published in 2006.
Later that year, IBM announced its plans to open up the complete scope of the
AFP architecture to the consortium and allow AFP to become an open industry
standard that is owned, developed, and maintained by the AFP Consortium
(AFPC). Since then, the AFPC has worked to make the architecture comprehensive,
connecting with customers, vendors, and important industry representatives to
ensure the specifications are updated to address emerging needs. Today, the
AFPC consists of members representing over 30 companies, including Xerox,
Kodak, and HP.

To enable faster printing, IBM developed a solution that could extract common
objects from documents being printed serially— logos, headers and footers,
etc.— and replace those objects with references to them in the document,
thereby occupying much less space within the print stream than the original
item. This allowed printer pre-processors to download the resource only once
and insert that resource repeatedly throughout the document as needed,
greatly increasing the speed and operational efficiency of printing workflows for
organizations producing massive amounts of transactional documents.

With the help of the AFPC, the major goals behind IBM’s introduction of AFP
in 1984—print integrity, resource management, and high speed variable data
printing—have been preserved and continue to evolve.

In 2004, IBM initiated the formation of the AFP Color Consortium to extend the
object architectures to support full color devices. This move enabled applications
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High Fidelity: The Reasons AFP has Endured Over the Years
There are many reasons why AFP became such a respected standard for both
mono and color variable data printing (i.e. mail merges and other types of
printing where text and/or graphics are replaced from one printed piece to the
next). These include::
ll
High Speed Printing: AFP is able to execute mass printing of documents at

high speeds of up to 3,000 pages per minute due to its compact datastream.
With AFP, users can start the early pages of a print run while the complete
print file is still being generated. In comparison, some alternative datastreams
require users to wait to begin printing until the entire print file is generated.
For large files, this could mean a delay of 24 hours or more.
High Speed Printing

ll
Print

integrity: AFP is the only datastream with integrated error handling,
meaning AFP printers automatically check whether all of the characters and
numbers from the datastream were actually printed. If something is missing
or incomplete, it generates the appropriate error message. This ensures that
important documents like account statements and checks are error-free.

Print Integrity
Efficient Storage

ll
Efficient

Storage: Storage space in the mid 1980s was an expensive
commodity and a major concern for companies partaking in high-volume
document printing. The AFP format helped these organizations reduce costs
by providing smaller file sizes via compression for archiving.

Because of the above core benefits and the work of the AFPC to continually
develop the standard in response to emerging needs, AFP has been able to adapt
to the times and remain relevant. Just as they did in the mid 1980s, thousands of
organizations around the world still print millions of AFP documents each day.
Likewise, AFP continues to inform the work and products of large printer
manufacturers like Xerox, Kodak, and HP as they create printers that efficiently
process complex variable data documents at high speeds.
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Rock and/or Roll: AFP Viewing and Conversion Options
Solution 1: Print Drivers & Plug-Ins

As evidenced by the many banks, insurers, telecoms, healthcare providers, utilities
and government departments that continue to use legacy IBM-based systems,
AFP is still an effective document format when it comes to producing large
numbers of bills, statements, policies, and other mailing pieces. But what about
the companies within the aforementioned industries that have since moved on
from these legacy IBM applications? Many organizations that once relied on IBM
and AFP have since updated—or are considering updating—their software and
hardware. Some companies simply need access to their massive archives of vital
documents, while others need the ability to not only view, but search within
these documents.

The quick and typically inexpensive fix to accessing AFP files is to find a print
driver application (for conversion) or browser plug-in (for viewing) online. A
quick Google search will turn up hundreds of options for AFP print drivers (a
software application that converts the data to be printed to the form specific to
the printer) and plug-ins, but there are multiple reasons why a print driver or
plug-in might not satisfy your business needs and requirements:
ll
Although they may be very affordable and sometimes free,

these print drivers and plug-ins are typically quite
slow. Documents may have to be converted
one at a time in a print driver, and plug-ins
may not work in every browser. As such,
they are not a feasible option for large
batch conversion jobs with thousands
of documents.

For organizations in this predicament, there are two main solutions that address
these AFP challenges: document viewing solutions and document conversion
solutions. Along with these viewing and conversion solutions, there are also free
online print drivers and plug-ins that have the potential to meet AFP needs on a
much smaller scale.
In this section, we’ll take a look at these three primary ways to address accessing
AFP files long after an organization has moved on from its original IBM platform…
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ll
Print

drivers will not provide the enterprise
with a viewing solution for AFP files. Likewise,
plug-ins will not provide the enterprise with a
conversion solution.

While a print driver or plug-in could feasibly work for viewing or converting small
amounts of AFP files, enterprises with large printing requirements should shy
away from these options and find a more powerful, flexible solution.
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Solution 2: Conversion
prepared to address until the original files can be safely deleted. Lastly, when
converting AFP to PDF, it does require every user to have Acrobat Standard or
Reader installed on their device—an external application that requires an initial
download, as well as frequent updates.

Modern batch conversion technology is a much more powerful solution for
organizations looking to address a large archive of AFP documents. A batch
conversion solution enables organizations to convert AFP files to PDFs, keeping
each document’s objects uniquely encapsulated within the generated file for
easy rendering and viewing by Adobe Acrobat or other PDF viewers. Additionally,
saving these documents as searchable PDFs via AFP conversion allows users to
search for specific subject matter in stored documents, and subsequently retrieve
only the pages that contain that requested information.
Depending on an organization’s requirements, there are many different conversion
choices. For organizations looking to add document and image processing
capabilities into their products or existing applications, a software developer
can use a SDK (software development kit) to develop and integrate a library (an
application component). These Libraries and SDKs can be available for a variety
of platforms, including Windows, Java, .NET, and UNIX. With some conversion
Libraries, advanced text searching and extraction capabilities are available once
a document is converted from AFP to PDF, along with additional functionalities
such as the ability to merge multiple documents and add annotations.
For an organization looking for more of an off-the-shelf-solution to convert on a
smaller scale, there are also batch conversion applications that don’t require any
application or development. They provide the user with built-in functionality and
an easy-to-use interface that makes the batch conversion of files quick, easy, and
accurate.
Of course, there are some downsides to going the converting route with AFP
documents. When a company is converting millions of documents, it can
be a costly process that takes weeks or longer to complete. With such a large
conversion, there are increasing storage requirements that a company must be
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Solution 3: Viewing
It is important to remember, though, that AFP document support comes with
numerous potential challenges that a document viewer and vendor will need to
be ready to address. For example, many companies will have custom designed
fonts within their AFP documents that require extra support and tools from the
vendor to replace the internal font objects (font mapping) and thereby display
the custom font correctly within
the viewer. Likewise, graphical
objects such as pie charts and table
backgrounds will often contain
unique shading that may not
naturally display correctly. Needless
to say, regardless of the platform, it
is important to find a vendor that is
flexible and can support unique AFP
challenges as they arise.

While batch conversion is an excellent solution for companies looking to
generate searchable PDFs, it may not be necessary to convert the millions of
legacy AFP documents if a suitable document viewing solution can be utilized.
There are many document viewing solutions for AFP files, including JAVA and
.NET server options and HTML5 viewers. A versatile pure HTML document viewer
with the correct capabilities allows
organizations to forgo the process
of conversion altogether (as well as
having to invoke a print driver), and
instead immediately view AFP files
from any computer, tablet, or mobile
device with a web browser.
Along with displaying AFP documents,
a sophisticated document viewer can
also display hundreds of other file
types—whether it’s a JPEG picture
from a camera, a PDF document,
or an electronic file such as a Word
document. With this set-up, the
AFP document does not need to
be changed or modified to view.
Depending on the document viewer,
it can also provide sophisticated
functionality beyond just a viewing tool, allowing the user to view, split, annotate
and modify documents in a multitude of formats. The user can also still convert
files as needed on an individual basis, as well as print the files.
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Choosing the viewing route over
conversion is attractive for many
reasons. An organization can control
costs both by extending the life of
existing systems and by eliminating
the effort needed to implement
and develop a conversion solution.
In addition, a document viewer
simplifies how users access, view, and utilize documents across departments—all
of which can be done with only one or two clicks of the mouse. The end result is
an increase in efficiency and a streamlined workflow.
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No Swan Song for AFP Yet
If there is one big takeaway from examining AFP files in-depth, it is that even after
all of these years, they still provide a vital function for thousands of companies
across the globe. Because of the effective architecture allowing for highly
optimized print streams, select companies (and by extension, printing vendors),
will continue to rely on AFP well into the future. And for the organizations that
have long ago moved on from IBM, their AFP archives may still contain important
documents and records that are vital to their day-to-day operations.
Ultimately, the latter organizations in these situations need to find a solution that
meets their specific needs. Even in 2013, there are new software applications
generating AFP documents in a previously unknown matter and presenting new
challenges for AFP viewing and conversion vendors. AFP files are quite complex
and an organization must ensure it finds a responsive vendor that can support
its unique challenges and handle the full range of the constantly changing AFP
specification.
Whether that solution is batch converting a repository of AFP files to a different
file format or employing a document viewer to easily view AFP files on demand,
applications and technology exists to help organizations meet these goals. And
that should be music to everyone’s ears.
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